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Aim Statement
TAO’s Technologist Community is a group of like-minded individuals in technical roles
across the state of Oregon that come together to expand knowledge and provide resources
that help technologists in their current & future roles. Professional development and
resources are provided through opportunities to learn from one another, network with
other members, increase awareness of the role of engineering & technology, discover new
tech trends, and volunteer to support Oregon’s broader community especially in
STEM-related activities.

What Does Success Look like?
Regular engagement among network members (platform activity measure)

● Network members leverage the group for ideas and problem solving
● Network members share best practices and resources

○ Needs assessments/survey
○ Frameworks
○ Implementation/action steps

Growth of network (up to 50 community members by 12/31/2021)

● The bigger the network, the bigger the pool of knowledge and resources
● Increased resources for TAO

○ New members
○ Attract new sponsors
○ Increase engagement/other benefits for existing TAO Communities

● Broader network enables better talent acquisition for network members

Two(2) to Four(4) events per year with keynote speaker/presenter

● Learning from industry experts
● Alternate mode of engagement for network members
● Interacting with like-minded individuals

○ Energizing/momentum to lead within our companies
○ New ideas/tools to move our companies forward
○ Hearing what other industries are doing/new perspectives
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How Will Success be Measured
Regular engagement among network members (platform activity measure)

● Engagement Metrics:
○ Mobilize Analytics

■ Main Community Posts
● 75% of Community View
● 50% of Community Click, Comment, Respond

○ Event Feedback Surveys
■ Achieve a satisfaction score of 4.0 or higher on a scale of 1.0 to 5.0

Growth of network (up to 50 community members by 12/31/2021)

● Community members will be determined by those registered within Mobilize

Two(2) to Four(4) events per year with keynote speaker/presenter/panel

● Number of sponsored, TAO Facilitated Events that are organized with a TAO staff
member with registration collection via Cvent

What Makes Us Different
While some groups focus on specific technologies or industries, this group is focused on
the role of technology in our community and society more generally. In addition to
technical applications, we also cover non-technical topics that make technology and
technologists successful. Plus, while there are groups for technology executives, this
community is open to you regardless of where you are in your technical career. We have
both an inward focus on helping each other and an outward focus on the surrounding
community with the goal of real-world engagements with technology-field trips, not just
speakers!
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Target Audience
This community of interest is best suited for practicing engineers and others in technical
roles, those in technical leadership, and those curious about engineering or related fields
as a profession. If you care about or are interested in deeply technical topics, this is the
group for you!

Job Titles may include but are not limited to:

● Engineer
● Technician
● Developer
● Product Manager
● Technical Sales & Marketing


